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THE FEDERAL ELECTION:  

OPINIONS PUBLIC AND PRIVATE 

 

Dr Lenore Coltheart 

 

I hope the result of the 1996 federal election will be discussed a great deal for a long time - and 
not only in Party branches, newspaper columns and university classrooms. Finding out why the 
Coalition now occupy two thirds of the seats in the House of Representatives is vital to those 
who make a living out of knowing who will be elected before they are, and who will buy what 
while it is still on the drawing board. Party organisations large and small will try to analyse the 
reasons for a level of disaffection with the Australian Labor Party which shocked many, 
pleasantly surprised others, and confirmed for a few what the longterm polling run by the 
Liberal Party had told campaign manager Andrew Robb.  

 

My friends and family tried to tell me. Last Christmas I tried to tell my daughter why she was 
wrong to compare her struggle to pay her way for post-school education with the benefits a 
cousin was receiving on Abstudy. Adele Horin has now shown me how this should have been 
done, in a comparison of student benefits which shows that four-fifths of non-Aboriginal 16-
year-olds are at school while only half the 16-year-old Aborigines still are. Those who have 
made it that far can apply for a $3,500 boarding subsidy to reduce their disadvantage, but this is 
stringently means-tested and requires proving their parents are unfit and their home 
inadequate. The only non-means-tested education grant in Australia is the $2,500 to subsidise 
boarding-school costs for children in isolated areas.1 It bothers me that the absence of these 
facts did not stop me, or my daughter, arguing so adamantly, and it bothers me that I wasn’t 
really listening to what she could have told me.  

 

I had many similar experiences and my arguments with friends probably peaked with the 
Paxtons. Piers Ackerman in Sydney’s Daily Telegraph anointed these Melbourne teenagers 
(whose apparent refusal to take “jobs in paradise” was Channel 9’s flavour of the pre-election 
month) the “patron saints of dole bludgers”; John Laws referred to them as “these putrid 
Paxtons”; and after two weeks of television coverage the word used to Bindy Paxton in a 
Swanston Street shop was “slut”. I had reacted strongly to one dear friend’s reference to them as 
“scum”, without having seen any of the television coverage (neither had John Laws). She and I 
argued long into one night the logic of the 800,000 people registered for unemployment 
benefits all clamouring around a shrinking pool of jobs. What difference would the facts have 
made? The manager of the South Molle Resort who saw the story of the Melbourne family with 
three unemployed teenagers on A Current Affair on 19 February has now said he contacted the 
program to get publicity for the resort which two days later went into receivership. Ten days 
later A Current Affair  aired the program of the Paxtons’ job interviews on South Molle - 
arranged and paid for by Channel 9, and outside CES guidelines. The heavy advance promotion 
ensured a top-rating audience watched their failure to take the jobs and provided two weeks of 
material for talkback radio as well as almost nightly follow-ups on A Current Affair.  On the same 

                                                             
1Sydney Morning Herald 9 March 1996 
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program a week after the election the new Prime Minister was able to note such cases “really 
stuck in the craw of hard-working people in this country”, affirming his election promise to cut 
$331 million by tightening rules for unemployment payments. The same day the new Minister 
for Social Security ordered an investigation into whether the Paxtons will have their payments 
stopped. Oh, and the Federal Court has yet to make a ruling in the almost unpublicised court 
battle between the receivers and the operators of South Molle Island Resort.2 

 

But even without these post-election facts I was relentless in my mission to uproot noxious 
thoughts amongst my nearest and dearest. While their frequency bothered me, I considered the 
arguments worrying, rather than significant. Were Labor campaign planners hearing the same 
from their family and friends and neighbours and taxi-drivers?  Did they expect, while Coalition 
statements deplored the racism of Bob Katter’s statements and of Pauline Hanson’s, that all 
would be so convincingly returned as representatives of a majority of people in their 
electorates? And Hanson with a 20% swing in Labor’s own country, Ipswich -  Bill Hayden’s old 
seat - an unkind cut indeed, even for true believers now older and wiser. Amid these 
murmurings of unrest and festering complaint, I also heard fellow academics in various states 
vow they would not vote for a Prime Minister they judged impossibly arrogant and out of touch. 
Others were among some 146,000 people who put a “Langer vote” in the ballot box, a rejection 
of both Tweedledum and Tweedledee which - in the electoral Wonderland - would of course 
install Tweedledee in the Lodge and send Tweedledum packing for suburbia.3 Or is the 
Clayton’s choice some new pathology of result without responsibility? 

 

I heard longtime Labor supporters joining in these complaints, confessing themselves fed up 
with the implementation and effect of social justice policies they saw as preoccupying judges, 
legislators, administrators - and public funds - at their expense. Behind closed doors they 
pointed out just as vigorously as John Howard on television that “middle Australia” was missing 
out - hard-working mothers and fathers were penalised if they were not members of the 
statutory disadvantaged minorities. A change of government is of course the very stuff of 
democracy and accepting the will of the people is the usual rhetoric of righteousness in defeat. 
Others think more in terms of time’s own revenge, and will soon start manufacturing ‘Don’t 
blame me, I voted Langer’ bumper stickers for those who find any action of the new government 
adversely affecting them or theirs.  

 

But I am more bothered by the realisation that the script for the Coalition campaigning could 
have been written by the people closest to me whose views I rejected. The campaign was clearly 
‘in touch’ in a way I wasn’t. Political parties have much more scientific means of testing opinion 
of course. No doubt their opinion polling provided an objectivity I was missing in arguing, 
rather than listening and analysing, in my own domestic and working circles. No matter what 
they hear, poll interviewers aren’t assessing justice or goodness and poll analysers couldn’t care 
less about the logic or assumptions, or even the amiablity of the interviewees. Statistical 
analysis should make patterns more evident - or do the patterns become evident because of the 
method of analysis? Evidence of opinions which fit together so an analysis is possible are the 
stuff of this kind of market research. An opinion poll which reported too wide a variety of 
autonomous, reasoned views would be of as little use in designing an election campaign as in 
putting out a new product.   

                                                             
2Mediawatch ABC Television 18 March 1996; Australian 12 March 1996, p.2; Sydney Morning Herald 16 
March 1996 p.33 
3Albert Langer was gaoled before the election for advocating a 1,2,3,3, 3 vote, thereby avoiding the 
necessity under the preferential system of voting for a major party candidate. The advocacy is illegal, the 
vote is not. 
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According to a Bulletin report of the Liberal Party’s exit polling of 2000 voters in the 25 most 
marginal seats, “baby boomers, Catholics, the ethnic community and women” in these seats 
deserted Labor.4 In this analysis the categories apparently are mutually exclusive: but of course 
the baby boomers cannot all be male non-Catholics. The label “ethnic community” is 
particularly unhelpful - is it a euphemism for postwar emigrants which bundles together a wide 
variety of people whether from eastern Europe or from eastern Asia or anywhere except 
perhaps Britain and north America? Such pollspeak labels are like shorthand and we assume we 
know what the symbols mean unless we try to transcribe them by thinking about them.  

 

With polling as a foundation, and not a little help from metaphor, pre- and post-election 
interpretation is dressed as analysis. A week after the federal election the Sydney Morning 
Herald’s Geoff Kitney  depicted Paul Keating as “The man who stuck his head in the sand”, 
arguing his government “floated along blissfully unaware of the deep, underlying anger” they 
should have read from the results in 1993, and in the Canberra by-election a year ago. Kitney 
sees in the Canberra result a protest from “middle Australia” that “their concerns were being 
neglected and ignored”, a warning of growing resentment in the suburbs. In the same 
newspaper on the same day Alan Ramsey used the only numbers we can rely on - votes and 
seats - and showed Labor has a little more than a third of the NSW seats, a little less than half in 
Victoria, and three of the five Tasmanina seats. The stark result is across Western Australia, 
South Australia and Queensland, where Labor now holds only seven of the 52 seats, while in 
Canberra Labor retained all three. But even the facts need metaphorical explanation and 
Ramsey suggests this is because in the capital “it rains money every fortnight” apparently 
dampening the “deep underlying anger” Kitney detected.5 And who are the ‘blue collar workers” 
Labor analysts say polls showed deserting in droves? In suggesting the reason was that so many 
felt there was nothing for them in Keating’s big-picture message of “dragging Australia into the 
1990s”, Graham Richardson indicates the prescriptive import of analyses of opinion and 
election polls. So does P.P.McGuinness, in concluding there is a need for the Labor Party to 
abandon its “social policy nostrums”.6 These are not analyses of what has happened, but 
opinions about what should happen next. 

 

But their prescriptions do nothing to alleviate my discomfort about this election. It is not simply 
having a change of government after thirteen years: a child of the Menzies era will always 
appreciate any evidence that elections are more than renewing our democratic tickets on a bus 
with the route and the destination not our concern.  It is not the prospect of a Coalition 
government, as the history of my own Party affiliations tends to the eclectic (a pathology of 
infidelity caused by a Menzies childhood?). I am not so much a swinging voter as a nomadic one 
and we learn to adapt quite soon, whether the new neighbourhood is of our own or someone 
else’s choosing. It is more difficult to discount professional embarrassment. I share a national 
blush with many other teachers of Australian politics who also did not detect the extent of the 
pendulum swing, and with anyone whose job or aspiration it is to enhance communications 
between governed and government.  

 

Do I feel this way because I am one of those who lost a bet on election night? No, in my case both 
my cellar and my reputation were enhanced: I won a fine McLaren Vale white I had waited to 
collect since the 1993 election. I believe, with modesty, my bet in a campaign which brought 
John Hewson close to victory - that John Howard would be the next Liberal Prime Minister of 

                                                             
412 March 1996, p.18  
5Sydney Morning Herald 9 March 1996 
6Bulletin 12 March 1996, p.19; Sydney Morning Herald 16 March 1996, p.34 
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Australia - must be a unique form of mid-range forecast. Leaving aside the long-range case of 
the new Prime Minister himself, who is probably just as pleased with the two shillings he has 
finally collected from an honourable former primary school classmate.  

 

Not even a case of wine will wash away my problem. Will I return to robust health if I  apologise 
to all those I overwhelmed with my arguments and enrol as penance in my nearest becoming-a-
good-listener course? Here I can separate my concern at not hearing those I care about - a fault 
which must be attended to in other ways, if I get time - from my strong reaction to what was 
being said. Fortunately help is readily and amply available. It appears my reaction was no more 
than a symptom of an embarrassing problem helpfully diagnosed by a range of commentators - 
the sin-doctors who have been so important in this election. I might have caught a contagion of 
the soul which they identify as political correctness, the diagnosis like the disease transmitted 
from overseas. In the short time since the election their epidemiological approach has turned 
into a persuasive explanation of the extent of anti-Labor feeling in Australia. 

 

Columnists like P.P.McGuinness and Gerard Henderson in Sydney, Robert Manne in Melbourne, 
and Austin Gough in the most recent Adelaide Review  concur about the range of symptoms. 
Working in a university is risky and the tendency to harangues against social injustice is an 
early warning. The infection is advanced when politics is viewed “as a struggle not between 
rival policies but between saints and sinners” especially after a big electoral defeat. An 
Australian dimension to this polarity is the Manning Clark mutation, where politics becomes “an 
apocalyptic conflict between the forces of light and the forces of darkness”. Those in normal 
health do not perceive darkness, but know this is just the “relaxed and comfortable” lighting the 
new Prime Minister promised us. Perhaps political correctness impairs the memory, because I 
can’t recognise anything in a politics of nostalgia which recalls the era of Menzies as a 
commonwealth of satisfied suburbia where everyone was safe as houses and icecream cost 
threepence. And if those memories remain dark then I am not only suffering political 
correctness but, having relinquished my opportunity to be with the relaxed and comfortable I 
am to be quarantined with the “febrile . . . over-excitable, sweaty and neurotic”.7  

 

Apparently politically correct people like me get purpose-built ramps over sticky stairs and 
right up through glass ceilings so we can be “highly paid zealots” in government jobs, measuring 
the compliance gaps of the politically incorrect whose moral development leaves them a bit 
short in the area of affirmative action, sexual harassment, or racial discrimination. Doesn’t 
sound like I have this form of the disease, maybe there are people a lot sicker than me up there. 
And perhaps at those heights the diagnosis of political correctness from below seemed no more 
potent than its accompanying glass of port, taken to ease the pain of privileges perceived as lost. 
The diagnosticians of course had their own literature, for instance David Williamson’s Brilliant 
Lies and Dead White Males both settle for the panacea effect, rather than reach for a resolution 
of the impasse labelled political correctness. Andrew Riemer has suggested that these plays 
“brought down the wrath of the cultural establishment” on the author because he was seen as 
abandoning former progressive ideals. But in these two plays Williamson is not the courageous 
nonconformist Riemer describes: rather he is a reconformist. There is nothing new or 
challenging or critical or visionary in these plays - they appeal to an old mean-spiritedness 
while they pillory its new form. Williamson’s new subject in this logical  progression is - one 
could nearly guess - the dismantling of the reputation of anthropologist Margaret Mead in which 
not she but the dismantler is The Heretic. Will there be a character called Hindmarsh?  In a post-
election interview Williamson expressed an interest “in the apparent working-class rebellion 

                                                             
7The quotes are from Austin Gough’s commentary on the election outcome in the Adelaide Review March 
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against the social policy objectives of the Labor government” - but it seems more like an 
investment to me.8 

 

I wish I could just accept the diagnosis, take my medicine and recover, but there is no guarantee 
I will get any better at listening to people, nor at reasoning from facts rather than from desires 
or assumptions. Alas, political correctness exists not as a disease but as a comfortable 
reinforcement of prejudice among conservatives and radicals alike. As a diagnosis of some 
radical contagion it serves as a label stuck over much deeper challenges to Australian liberal 
democracy at the end of the 20th Century. Both the marginalisation of minorities in ex-colonies 
like ours and less thoughtful responses to this history deflect attention from the greater 
problems of a multicultural politics in Australia. As Conal Condren pointed out, the first 
Muroroa test revealed our rhetoric of multiculturalism as highly negotiable when we had the 
chance to demonstrate our moral superiority by depriving ourselves of all things French.9 It is 
sadly underestimating the problem of an orthodoxy of minority to label it political correctness, 
rather than to find a more productive policy direction. Even worse, in a liberal democracy 
definition by disadvantage can lead only to political impotence. If disadvantage is identity, a 
kind of coupon for long overdue recognition, removing disadvantage is like throwing away one’s 
ration book.  

  

In Australia the weakness and divisiveness of self-interest groups and of new modes of identity 
politics has not yet been substantially challenged and it is not even addressed by the silly charge 
of political correctness, nor by the shallow practices which invite this charge.  It is not that 
universities foster the politically correct, but that within them can be witnessed attempts to cut 
the criteria of academic assessment to fit forms of disadvantage. It is not that playwrights and 
painters and writers have been issued a list of political commandments, but that we observe it 
is possible to diminish creativity, or aesthetic criteria, in favour of orthodoxies new as well as 
old. One cannot be a better  graduate, or writer, or painter solely by virtue of economic or social 
or physical disadvantage - the point is the goal of reducing disadvantage for every one of us. The 
first steps did not happen in Australia nor anywhere else without governments accepting the 
responsibility to change discriminatory laws and policies and practices.  

 

Here I think I have found the cause of my unease: that the mood of the electorate, as kindly 
presented to me by my friends and family, might be an expression of the next new orthodoxy, as 
much as a reaction against the last. Are we released from the regime of the correct, only to find 
ourselves among the old familiar wrongs?  

                                                             
8Arts Review, Sydney Morning Herald 15 March 1996; Australian 21 March 1996 
9 Sydney Morning Herald 20 June 1995 
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To them, the Left they left was characterised not by a Whitlam progressive, nor a blue-collared 
labourer, but by a Director of Affirmative Action dressed by Armani. In a telling irony, within the 
Left political correctness had become the Communism of the 1990s (and some of the faces did 
seem familiar) while a cold relations divided those determined to save the Left in a Stalinist 
purge and those inclined to a McCarthyite cleansing. If these are the radicals, no wonder some 
commentators are depicting the 1996 election result less as a landslide, than as our own Berlin 
wall collapsing.  

The precedent of a new California civil rights initiative shows how readily rights can become 
wrongs. This is a move for an amendment to the State Constitution which will outlaw, in public 
employment, education or contracting,  preferential treatment for, as well as discrimination 
against, any person or group on the basis of race, sex, colour, ethnicity, or national origin.  

It could almost be called the political correctness amendment and will take hardly any time at 
all to arouse interest in Australia. If social justice in Australia is defined by self-interest group 
politics protected by the orthodoxy of disadvantage there is no common ground for affirmative 
discussion. In a 1994 essay in New York’s Village Voice Ellen Willis identified a move beyond a 
politics of identities/communities  to a “new brand of radicalism” which  is “if not universalist 
in the old sense, nevertheless cosmopolitan”. (NYT)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


